Effects of Organ-Pipe Chamber Geometry on the Frequency and Erosion Characteristics of the Self-Excited Cavitating Waterjet
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Abstract: Erosion experiments were performed to uncover the impact of organ-pipe chamber geometry on the frequency and erosion characteristics of self-excited cavitating waterjets. Jets emanating from self-excited nozzles with various organ-pipe geometries were investigated. The upstream and downstream contraction ratios of the organ-pipe resonator were changed respectively from 1.5 to 6 and 2 to 12. Pressure sensors and hydrophone were used to characterize jets’ frequency characteristics. Mass loss was also obtained in each of the configurations to assess the erosion performance. By tuning the self-excited frequency, the peak resonance was achieved using the nozzles with different geometries. Accordingly, the acoustic natural frequencies of various chamber geometries were obtained precisely. Results show that with increasing upstream and downstream contraction ratio of the organ-pipe chamber, the acoustic natural frequency increases monotonically due to the reduction of equivalent length, while the resonance amplitude and mass loss first increase and then decrease. There are optimum geometric parameters to reach the largest resonance amplitude and erosion mass loss: the upstream contraction ratio being between two and four, and downstream ratio being between four and seven. The effective length of the organ pipe can be calculated by the sum of the physical length and equivalent length to accurately obtain the acoustic natural frequency. Under the optimized parameters, the equivalent length can be estimated as 0.35D.
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1. Introduction

Waterjet technology as a non-conventional processing method is widely used in mining [1,2], cleaning [3], rock breaking [4] and cutting [5]. Nevertheless, the high energy consumption and low efficiency of the traditional waterjet limited its application. To make better use of waterjet technology and lower its energy consumption, various kinds of waterjets have been invented, such as the pulsed waterjet [6,7], abrasive waterjet [8], cavitating waterjet [9,10], and so on. As environmentally friendly technologies, the pulsed waterjet can take advantage of the water hammer effect [11], and the cavitating waterjet can harvest the energy of cavity collapse [9,12]; both of them can significantly lower the energy consumption during the working process. It is noteworthy that a self-excited cavitating waterjet, which combines the superiority of pulsed and cavitating waterjets, can produce strong pressure oscillation and intensive cavitation erosion [13]. Thus, the self-excited cavitating waterjet has received a great deal of attention in the past decades since it was first proposed [14]. The principal self-excited configurations used to produce the self-excited cavitating waterjet include “organ-pipe nozzle”, “pulser”, “pulser-fed”,

Among them, the organ-pipe nozzle has been the subject of extensive study and development due to the simple structure, low flow resistance, and strong erosion ability [15–17]. The organ-pipe nozzle is characterized by the acoustic resonant chamber, and the peak resonance will occur once the self-excited frequency (induced by vortex shedding) is close to the acoustic natural frequency of the organ pipe [18]. The self-excited frequency can be calculated by Strouhal number under specific operating condition and nozzle orifice diameter [14]. A model to estimate the self-excited frequency under various cavitation value [19] and nozzle lip geometries [20] was introduced previously. For the acoustic natural frequency, empirical acoustic analysis and experimentation done by Chahine et al. [21], which led to an approximation method to estimate the acoustic natural frequency. Recently, the effects of downstream contraction ratio [22], feeding pipe diameter [16] and area discontinuity of organ-pipe chamber [23] on the characteristics of self-excited jet were experimentally studied, which helped design the organ-pipe nozzle more optimally.

However, the specific acoustic natural frequency relies on the upstream and downstream contraction ratio of the organ pipe [24]. It is hard to obtain the exactly acoustic natural frequency from the empirical formula. Moreover, recently few studies [22,23] have focused on the resonating frequency or erosion characteristics of the self-excited waterjet produced by various organ-pipe chamber geometries. From the operational principle of the organ-pipe nozzle, it is necessary for an optimized nozzle design to obtain the acoustic natural frequency accurately and uncover the jet’s frequency characteristic with different organ-pipe chamber geometries. Further more, detailed insight into the effects of chamber geometry on the erosion performance is essential to maximize a jet’s efficiency.

To obtain the acoustic natural frequency of organ-pipe chamber accurately, an experimental method was proposed to obtain the acoustic natural frequency of organ-pipe chamber accurately. Additionally, the frequency and erosion characteristics of self-excited waterjet from various organ-pipe chambers with different downstream and upstream contraction ratios were studied. The details of the experimental setup and nozzle configurations are described in Section 2; the results and discussion are shown in Section 3; and the main conclusions are summarized in Section 4.

2. Experiment

Figure 1 shows a basic schematic of the experimental setup. Details of the configuration are described in our former publication [20,25]. The jet flow was provided by a motor-driven high-pressure pump. Working pressure of the pump can be continuously regulated from 0 to 65 MPa with a maximum flow rate of 60 L/min. Experiments were conducted with a stainless steel high-pressure cell. The high-pressure cell is a cylindrical pressure vessel with the inside dimensions of 1 m in length and 0.4 m in diameter. The standoff distance, namely the space between the specimen and the nozzle exit, can be continuously regulated from 0 to 200 mm with a precision of 0.5 mm controlled by a servo motor. The ambient pressure can be adjusted and maintained by a relief valve in the outflow from 0 to 5 MPa approximately. The pressure sensor was a Piezotronics ICP model 102B03 with a resonant frequency of 500 kHz. Furthermore, an RSH-10 hydrophone, having a practically flat response up to 100 kHz and usable frequency up to 200 kHz was used to measure the acoustic pressure. The main specifications of the pressure sensor and hydrophone are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The position of the hydrophone was set at the same height as the target plate, and the horizontal distance between the sensor and the jet was 100 mm. Both the pressure and noise signals were monitored and recorded with a sampling frequency of $f_s = 204.8$ kHz by the data logger (model: LMS SCADAS Mobile SCM05). Therefore, the resonance state could be observed and controlled in real-time.
As shown in Figure 2, the organ-pipe nozzle consists of an upstream area contraction \((D_s/D)\); a downstream area contraction \((D/d)\); and a resonant chamber with a length of \(L\) and a diameter of \(D\). Peak resonance will occur when the acoustic natural frequency of the resonant chamber is close to the self-excited frequency. The fundamental of self-excited frequency \(f^*\), induced by vortex shedding, can be defined as

\[
f^* = \frac{S_d \nu}{d}
\]

where, \(d\) and \(\nu\) are the diameter and velocity of the jet individually, and \(S_d\) is the Strouhal number.

The organ pipe’s acoustic natural frequency \(f_n\) is mainly determined by the chamber length \(L\) which is expressed below [26]:

\[
f_n = \frac{K_n c}{L}
\]

For \(D_s/D > 1\), the “mode parameter” \(K_n\) is given, by

\[
K_n = \begin{cases} 
  n/2, & D/d < 1/\sqrt{M}; \\
  (2n - 1)/4, & D/d > 1/\sqrt{M}
\end{cases}
\]
In these expressions, \( n \) is the mode number of the organ-pipe chamber, and \( M \) stands for the Mach number. When \( f^* \) approaches \( f_n \), the resonance frequency \( f_r \) occurs and is denoted as \( f_r = f^* \approx f_n \). Based on Equations (2) and (3), the acoustic natural frequency of the chamber can only be estimated roughly, because the exact \( f_n \) is dependent on the contraction at each end of the organ-pipe chamber [18]. Therefore, to uncover the influence of organ-pipe geometry on the jet’s frequency characteristics, organ-pipe chamber with different upstream and downstream contraction ratio were experimentally researched at present. Geometries of the organ-pipe chamber employed are listed in Table 3.

To uncover the influence of upstream and downstream contraction ratios respectively, when changing the value of \( D_s/D \) or \( D/d \), the other variables are consistent. In all cases, the upstream pressure is consistent. \( P_u = 15 \) MPa with normalized standoff \( S = 3d - 4d \).

**Figure 2.** Schematic of the organ-pipe nozzle geometry and generation of a self-excited cavitating waterjet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( D_s/D )</th>
<th>( D/d )</th>
<th>( d ) (mm)</th>
<th>( L ) (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5–6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2–12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A pure aluminum (1070A Chinese Industry Standard) specimen, widely used by lots of researchers [23,27], is set perpendicularly to the jet during the erosion experiments. The test surface of the specimen is lightly machined and polished to a surface roughness of 0.4 \( \mu \)m, to minimize surface damage or alternation. Table 4 shows the working condition, including the upstream pressure \( P_u \), the material, the attack angle \( \theta \), the water temperature and the erosion time \( t \). Before and after each test, the specimen is dried and reweighed by an electronic balance (JJ224BF, 0.1 mg) to determine its mass weight loss.
Table 4. Working conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upstream pressure</td>
<td>$P_u$ 15 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Aluminum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack angle</td>
<td>$\theta$ 90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water temperature</td>
<td>$18 ^\circ$ C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion time</td>
<td>$t$ 5 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Resonant Frequency Characteristics of the Self-Excited Waterjet

First, pressure signals from the transducer were investigated to illuminate the pressure fluctuation characteristics of the self-excited waterjet. Figure 3 shows the typical time-dominant pressure signals under the resonant and non-resonant conditions. A high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 500 Hz was used to block the low-frequency interference from the plunger pump. As shown in Figure 3, the time-domain signal helps with a visual understanding of how the jets oscillate under different conditions. Under the resonant status, the pressure fluctuates periodically and violently, and the amplitude is an order higher than that of the non-resonant status.

Figure 3. Time-dominant pressure fluctuation characteristics of the self-excited waterjet.

The peak resonance state is critical to investigating the influence of the organ-pipe chamber geometry. As the peak resonance will only occur in the case of match between the self-excited frequencies of the jet oscillation and the acoustic natural frequencies of the chamber, and the latter is constant for a specific chamber geometry, the study of the self-excited frequencies becomes the research emphasis. Based on Equation (1), when the jet velocity and the nozzle configuration are fixed, the self-excited frequencies are related to the Strouhal number. Accordingly, a simple relation between the Strouhal number and the cavitation number is given in previous study [19]. Therefore, in this study, the nozzle geometries are regulated to generate different acoustic natural frequencies; the cavitation number is adjusted to control the self-excited frequencies, peak resonance occurs by the adjustment and match between these conditions.

The waterfall spectra of the pressure fluctuation are shown in Figure 4a. It is clear that spectra include not only the fundamental frequency but also lots of harmonics, which agree with the result obtained by Chahine et al [28]. The fundamental self-excited frequency $f^*$ can be confirmed by “triad-resonance” [29]. Note that all of those different frequencies increase as the cavitation number increases, along with the changing of oscillating amplitude. The exact self-excited frequency and root mean square (RMS, the square root of the arithmetic mean of the squares of the pressure fluctuation) of
the pressure fluctuation are shown in Figure 4b, both as a function of cavitation number. It is obvious that the self-excited frequency increases monotonically from 8.45 kHz to 13.2 kHz as the cavitation number changes from 0.044 to 0.15. The RMS of pressure fluctuation fluctuates significantly over the test range. As the cavitation number increases from 0.13 to 0.15, the value of RMS rises dramatically, peaking at $\sigma = 0.14$ where $f^* = 13$ kHz. From those above analysis, the self-excited waterjet reaches the peak resonance when $f^* \text{kHz}$ is close to $f_n$, and the resonance frequency of the organ-pipe chamber can be confirmed as $f_r \approx 13$ kHz.

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Figure 4.** Different oscillation statuses of the self-excited waterjet. (a) Waterfall spectra of pressure fluctuation as a function of cavitation number; (b) frequency and pressure fluctuation RMSs as a function of cavitation number.

### 3.2. Frequency and Erosion Characteristics with Various Upstream Contraction Ratios

To uncover the frequency and erosion characteristics of the self-excited cavitating waterjet produced by various organ-pipe nozzles with different upstream contraction ratios, the pressure fluctuation and noise were measured simultaneously. The method proposed in Section 3.1 was used to achieve the peak resonance in each case. The erosion experiments were also completed with $D_s/D$ in a range of 1.5–6; under each condition the standoff distance was selected for the jet to achieve strong resonance.

Figure 5a illustrates the relationship between the frequency spectra of the pressure fluctuation and the upstream contraction. The upstream contraction ratio causes a significant effect on the amplitude of the pressure fluctuations. Note that the pressure sensor is mounted on the feeding pipe right upstream of the nozzle; thus the pressure wave attenuation rate is different once the chamber geometry changes. Therefore, the resonance intensity could not be evaluated accurately by the amplitude of the pressure fluctuation alone. In a previous study [25,30], the pressure signal and the cavitation noise of the cavitating jet were obtained by the pressure sensor and the hydrophone respectively. Moreover, it was found that the dominant frequencies in the frequency spectrum of the pressure fluctuation were similar to those in the power spectrum density of the cavitation noise. Therefore, in the following section, the noise signal was also used to analyze the frequency characteristics of the self-excited waterjet.
Figure 5. Frequency characteristics of self-excited waterjet as a function of upstream contraction ratio $D_s/D$. (a) Spectra of self-excited waterjet’s pressure fluctuation with $D_s/D$ from 1.5 to 6; (b) power spectrum density of self-excited waterjet’s noise with $D_s/D$ from 1.5 to 6; (c) resonance frequency and sound pressure level (SPL) as a function of upstream contraction ratio $D_s/D$.

Figure 5b illustrates the PSD (power spectral density) of the self-excited waterjet’s noise produced by the nozzles with different upstream contraction ratios. The spectra of pressure and noise signals show a similar structure (Figure 5a,b). Most of them include the fundamental resonant frequency and its harmonics. It can be seen that the fundamental frequency and its harmonics increase slightly with the upstream contraction. To quantitatively evaluate the effect of the upstream contraction ratio, as shown in Figure 5b, the variation of the resonance frequency and the sound pressure are revealed. As $D_s/D$ increases from 1.5 to 6, the $f_r$ increases from 13 kHz to 13.6 kHz monotonously at first and remains stable at 13.6 kHz after $D_s/D > 3$. Meanwhile, the sound pressure level (SPL) rises dramatically and reaches its peak at $D_s/D = 2$. After that, the SPL remains steady at 181 dB when $2 < D_s/D < 4$ and declines gradually after $D_s/D = 4$. A similar result also was reported by Black: that large $D_s$ could improve the acoustic resonance [30]. The chamber geometry can change the pressure oscillation amplitude, and, in turn, can affect the cavitation development process. As a result, the SPL of noise produced by pressure oscillation and cavitation noise also is changed significantly as upstream contraction ratio.

As shown in Figure 6, the variation of the mass loss and the macroscopic appearances under different upstream contraction ratios are revealed. It is clear that the mass loss shows a similar trend with SPL. The mass loss peaks at $D_s/D = 2.5$, and is larger than 0.02 mg when $2 < D_s/D < 4$. The erosion depth of $D_s/D = 2.5$ is deeper than that of $D_s/D = 1.5$, which can account for the larger mass loss of the former. Details will be discussed later in Section 3.4.
3.3. Frequency and Erosion Characteristics with Various Downstream Contraction Ratios

In this section, the influences of organ-pipe chamber downstream contraction ratio on the frequency and erosion characteristics of the self-excited cavitating waterjet are characterized. As shown in Figure 5c, the resonance intensity reach its peak during $2 < D_s/D < 4$. Therefore, $D_s/D$ is fixed at three as the downstream contraction ratio is varied in a range of 2–12.

The frequency characteristics of self-excited waterjet as a function of downstream contraction ratio $D_s/d$ are shown in Figure 7. The amplitude of the pressure fluctuation spectra increases and then decreases as $D_s/d$ increases from 2 to 12. Moreover, the amplitude of pressure fluctuation is also affected by the pressure wave attenuation under various chamber geometries. As a result, the power spectrum density of noise with different downstream contraction ratios was illustrated in Figure 7b. It is clear that the spectrum structure is similar to Figure 5b. The resonance frequency and sound pressure level as a function of the $D_s/d$ are given in Figure 7c to evaluate the effects quantitatively. As shown in Figure 7c, the resonance frequency fluctuates around 13.4 kHz as $D_s/d$ increases from 2 to 9.

As shown in Figure 7, the frequency property of the self-excited waterjet under different downstream contraction ratio $D_s/d$ is given. With the increase of $D_s/d$ in a range of 2–12, the amplitude of the pressure fluctuation rises first and descends later. Additionally, the pressure fluctuation is affected by the pressure wave attenuation under various chamber geometries. The PSD of the cavitation noise is shown in Figure 7b, and the frequency structure is similar with that in Figure 5b. As shown in Figure 7b, the effect of the downstream contraction ratio is evaluated quantitatively. During the variation of $D_s/d$ in a range of 2–9, the resonance frequency fluctuates around 13.4 kHz. After that, the frequency rises dramatically from 13.4 kHz to 13.8 kHz. It is noteworthy that the mode parameter $K_n = 1/4$ and does not change within the experimental range of $D_s/d$. The SPL rises monotonically as $D_s/d$ increases from 2 to 5, and remains at 181 dB when $D_s/d$ ranges within 5–9.

To illustrate the erosion characteristic evolution as the increase of $D_s/d$, the mass loss and the macroscopic appearance under different $D_s/d$ are shown in Figure 8. The mass loss rises as the $D_s/d$ increases from two to four, and decreases gradually as $D_s/d$ exceeds seven. The mass loss peaks at $D_s/d = 4$ and fluctuates around $\Delta m = 0.02$ mg. The macroscopic appearance also shows significant differences that the erosion area at the case of $D_s/d = 7$ is two times of $D_s/d = 2$. Note that the diameter of the slightly eroded center is bigger under smaller $D_s/d$, which indicates the different shape of the cavitation cloud.
3.4. Discussion

The influences of organ-pipe chamber geometry to the frequency and erosion characteristics of the self-excited cavitating waterjet were preliminarily revealed in the above section. Now, the effect mechanism will be discussed from the view of acoustic resonance and cavitation mechanism.

Based the Equations (2) and (3), to achieve $f_r = f^* \approx f_n$, the mode parameter $K_n$ is equal to $1/4$ when $2 < D/d < 12$. In those experiments, the upstream pressure $P_u = 15$ MPa, the velocity and Mach number can be calculated by the Bernoulli principle ($M \approx 0.115$). During the test process, the value of $D/d$ is larger than $\sqrt{M}$, which can be used to account for the mode of the natural frequency. The research done by Johnson et al. [24] found that only when $(D/d)^2 \approx 1$ could the mode parameter be selected as $n/2$. From Figure 6b, with $4 < D/d < 9$, the resonance intensity reaches the peak, so the mode parameter should be set as $(2n - 1)/4$ for most conditions.
Based on the analysis above, the organ-pipe chamber tested in this experiment can be regarded as a quarter-wave resonator, whose conceptual schematic is shown in Figure 9. In the upstream contraction area, the upstream impedance $Z_u$ is assumed to be zero, but this is not the case. The condition at the upstream area is not $Z_u = 0$ because the open end of the pipe radiates sound into the surrounding medium. According to the values of particular impedance for different end conditions, the equivalent extension tube $\Delta L_1$ is about 0.3$D$ to 0.42$D$ for an unflanged or infinite flange pipe [31]. As for the downstream contraction area, the downstream impedance $Z_d$ also is not infinite due to the existence of the hole. Therefore, there is also another equivalent extension tube $\Delta L_2$ at the end of the tube. So the effective length of the organ pipe is

$$L_e = L + \Delta L$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

As shown in Figure 9, the equivalent extension is contributed by both upstream contraction and the downstream contraction.

$$\Delta L = \Delta L_1 + \Delta L_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

![Figure 9. Conceptual schematic of the organ-pipe chamber’s effective length.](image)

Based on the Equations (2)–(4), and Figures 5c and 6c, the relationship between the equivalent extension, the upstream contraction ratio and the downstream contraction ratio is given in Figure 10. As upstream contraction increases, the equivalent extension decreases inversely (Figure 10a) and the value of $\Delta L$ gets close to 3.5 mm; namely, 0.35$D$. The experimental results are in an agreement with previous studies, where most of the contribution comes from $\Delta L$ [31]. It can be seen in Figure 10b that the $\Delta L$ fluctuates around 4 mm until $D/d > 9$. Even the $\Delta L$ shortens sharply when $D/d > 9$; it is out of the optimal range to reach the intense resonance. As a result, for a quarter-wave organ-pipe resonator, within a range of the optimal geometric parameters, the equivalent extension $\Delta L$ could be chosen as 0.35$D$ to 0.4$D$.

![Figure 10. Equivalent extension length $\Delta L$ as a function of upstream and downstream contraction ratio. (a) $\Delta L$ as a function of upstream contraction ratio $D_u/D$; (b) $\Delta L$ as a function of downstream contraction ratio $D/d$.](image)
The intense pressure oscillations of the self-excited cavitating waterjet can induce strong cavitation and reduce the water cushion effect, which can significantly improve jet erosion performance. Therefore, the organ-pipe chamber geometries including upstream and downstream contraction ratios, can influence a jet’s erosion performance by changing the pressure oscillation amplitude. The erosion mass loss achieves its peak value at a similar range to sound pressure level, which is consistent with the above inference. It is noteworthy that the erosion characteristic also could be impacted by the fluid behavior. In cases with different downstream contraction ratios (e.g., the increase of $D/d$), the enhanced fluid separation (as shown in Figure 2) promotes the formation of cavitation, which could account for the different appearance in Figure 8. However, there is a balance between enhancing cavitation and hydraulic loss, so the erosion performance decreases when $D/d$ is too large.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the effects of organ-pipe chamber geometry on the frequency and erosion characteristics were characterized by analyzing the pressure signals and mass loss during the erosion experiments. By changing the self-excited frequency to achieve the peak resonance, the resonance frequencies of various organ-pipe chambers were obtained precisely to uncover its frequency characteristic. The general tendency is the resonate frequency increases monotonically with increasing upstream and downstream contraction ratios due to the reduction of equivalent length. The resonance amplitude and erosion ability first increase and then decrease with increasing contraction ratios. The optimum geometric parameters to reach the largest resonance amplitude and mass loss are: upstream contraction ratio $D_s/D = 2–4$ and, downstream ratio $D/d = 4–7$. To obtain organ-pipe chamber’s acoustic natural frequency, its effective length is the sum of its physical length and equivalent length. Combining the experimental results and acoustic theory, the equivalent length can be estimated as 0.35$D$ under the above optimized parameters. The above results can provide a basis for the optimized design of the self-excited nozzle, so as to significantly improve the efficiency and reduce energy consumption in the industrial cleaning and cutting under submerged condition.
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